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Perlia- The Elegant

Ballpoint pen with pure elegance

The color company Pantone has defined the latest color trend for 2018: It’s ultraviolet! Schneider is in step with 
this new trend with the new, elegant ballpoint pen Perlia, inspiring all violet fans. The ballpoint pen does not just 
keep up with the latest color trends, but with its pearly shimmering surface of the pen body, it is a complete eye-
catcher, making it the perfect lifestyle product for trendsetters.

For those who are not yet in the violet mood, Schneider also offers the elegant ballpoint pen in bronze and 
beautiful pearly shimmering white. Bronze can be seen more and more often in modern offices as well as in the 
world of jewelry. This feminine trend color in combination with the matte shimmer and the metallic gloss effect of 
the coated surface gives the ballpoint pen its elegant look.

Also the third trendy colour, the pearl white model is a timeless classic.

Its clip, unscrewable tip, and the push button are made of metal and finished with white bronze, which is the 
perfect contrast to the matte shine of the pen body. Whether in school, in college or in the office, the Perlia is 
exceptional in any environment and stands out with its noble presence and sheer elegance.

The ballpoint pen is not only pretty to look at, but also supple in its function. Pen lovers with high expectations of 
a special writing experience will always find the perfect pens from Schneider. Inside, the ballpoint pen is 
equipped with the replaceable large capacity refill Slider 755 XB. This refill provides Schneider's well-known 
Viscoglide® technology for an extraordinarily smooth and gliding writing feel, which is also extremely durable 
thanks to its wear-resistant stainless steel tip. The blue ink of the Perlia is for documents according to ISO 12757-
2 ink standard. Thanks to the clever Plug + Play system, the Perlia can be refilled with various refill formats.

Perlia combines glamorous, refreshing elegance with stylish design and the well-known pleasant writing 
experience of the Slider Viscoglide® technology. For retailers Schneider offers a display with 30 pens, each with 
10 ballpoint pens in violet, bronze and white.
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Whether in school, in college or in the office, the Perlia is exceptional in any environment and stands out with its 
noble presence and sheer elegance.
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This classic color in combination with the matte shimmer and the metallic gloss effect of the coated surface gives 
the ballpoint pen its elegant look.
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Schneider is in step with the new Pantone trend, elegant ballpoint pen Perlia, inspiring all violet fans.
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For those who are not yet in the violet mood, Schneider also offers the elegant ballpoint pen in bronze and 
beautiful pearly shimmering white. Bronze can be seen more and more often in modern offices as well as in the 
world of jewelry.
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Perlia combines glamorous, refreshing elegance with stylish design and the well-known pleasant writing 
experience of the Slider Viscoglide® technology.
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Whether in school, in college or in the office, the Perlia is exceptional in any environment and stands out with its 
noble presence and sheer elegance.
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